Corporate Overview

Connecting
People
Across
Organisations,
Around the World
and to Every
Application in
the Cloud.

From financial services trading firms to manufacturers and government, GTT is
committed to providing our clients with the services, reach and capabilities that
improve communication, productivity and efficiency across their organisations.

Comprehensive Cloud
Networking Portfolio

Expansive
Global Reach

GTT offers wide area networking, internet, managed
services, transport & infrastructure, and voice, all
designed to meet our clients’ unique needs. Take
advantage of GTT’s software-defined wide area
networking (SD-WAN), a managed service with the
broadest range of access options, to gain visibility and
control across your WAN. We deliver services in over
100 countries across six continents, ensuring that we
are everywhere you do business.

Our global Tier 1 IP backbone connects you to any
location in the world and any application in the cloud.
Leverage a truly integrated cloud ecosystem, providing
access to leading cloud-based services and business
applications, from any location on the GTT network.

Trusted by the
World’s Largest
Organisations

6 of the top 10
Global 500 Companies

7 of the top 10
Healthcare Services Firms

9 of the top 10
Telecom Companies

8 of the top 10
Technology Firms

Outstanding
Client Experience
GTT is focused on delivering superior client service
by living our core values of simplicity, speed and agility.
Our commercial model is the most flexible available
today and includes flat-rate, tiered, burstable and
aggregate billing options. We operate on a single client
management system, delivering efficiency, from order
initiation to installation to management and integrated
reporting via our EtherVision portal, to provide deep
visibility into your service performance.

8 of the top 10
Automobile Manufacturers

6 of the top 10
Global Banks

Cloud Networking Services

Wide Area Networking (WAN)
Our WAN services include unique
features such as flexible billing,
class of service prioritization and
secure connectivity to leading
cloud service providers.

VPLS
• Combines the simplicity of Ethernet
with the security of MPLS
• Provides full control over routing,
with no sharing of the routing table
or IP addressing

MPLS
• Highest-quality, scalable
connectivity for your global WAN
• GTT-managed routing and IP
addressing provide predictable
traffic delivery and optimal
performance

SD-WAN
Improve bandwidth efficiency,
optimise application performance
and expand your reach with GTT’s
SD-WAN service.
• Broadest range of global access
options, including EoC, cable, DSL,
wireless and fibre
• Tier 1 IP network securely
transports traffic between your
sites and provides efficient access
to SaaS applications

TIER
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Global IP
Network

Internet
Dedicated
Internet Access

• Integrated, private connectivity
to leading cloud service providers,
including Google, Amazon Web
Services, Microsoft and IBM

Take advantage of highperformance internet across
our Tier 1 IP network, ranked
among the largest in the world.

• SD-WAN includes firewall
services to protect your traffic
from end to end

IP Transit

• Feature-rich, carrier-grade IP
service to access the internet
or public cloud

• On-net routes and peering with all
other major Tier 1 IP networks for a
single hop to any internet destination

• Share circuit bandwidth with
your WAN environment through
separate prioritised connectivity

• Extensive range of supported BGP
communities and tables to shape
your traffic routing profile

Broadband Internet
• Flexible, global internet
connectivity via a variety of
access technologies, including
EoC, cable, DSL and wireless
• Ideal for organisations with
distributed branch sites, as well
as remote workers

Any Location. Any Application.
Connecting the World.

Tier 1
global internet
backbone

600+
points of presence (PoPs)
on six continents

140+
countries with
client services

GTT operates one of the largest Tier 1 IP networks and has the most extensive set of
access supplier relationships, providing diverse access to any location in the world and
any application in the cloud. Our optical network includes terrestrial and subsea routes,
as well as the lowest-latency transatlantic route, GTT Express.

55+
colocation
facilities

3,500+
regional partners for
network extensions

200,000+
devices under
management

Managed Services
GTT’s managed services provide improved network efficiency
and performance and enhanced security across your organisation.

Managed
Network Services

Managed
Security

• Leverage our extensive managed services
experience to manage your hardware and network

• Comprehensive security capabilities, including
network-based firewall, unified threat management
and customised compliance packages

• View complete network and device performance
statistics in our client portal
• Flexible device maintenance options to meet any
network availability requirement, available worldwide

• Always-on DDoS mitigation service protects against
complex, costly threats, immediately detecting and
removing malicious traffic

Transport & Infrastructure
Seamlessly transport critical data and connect to cloud-based
applications on the fastest routes around the world.

Wavelengths

Colocation

• Native wavelength service with 10G and 100G options
for scalable, secure connectivity over a state-of-the-art
DWDM platform

• Connect securely and efficiently to other carrier
networks through more than 50 colocation facilities,
including 14 data centres

• Offers expansive pan-European fibre footprint, the
lowest-latency transatlantic cable infrastructure and
unique network diversity

• Comprehensive space and power offering that includes
cabinets, racks, suites and technical support services

Ethernet

Dark Fibre and Duct

• Secure, reliable, point-to-point connectivity, available
globally in a range of speeds

• Optical fibre cable and dark fibre pairs for maximum
control over your network

• Ethernet Direct service option provides guaranteed
routes with stringent performance guarantees

• More than 18,000 route miles of wholly owned,
long-haul and metro fibre and high-grade duct

DIDs

55+

COUNTRIES

Unified Communications
Expand communication across your organisation with GTT’s suite
of Unified Communications services to increase productivity and
reduce costs. Take advantage of our SIP-based voice network
and cloud telephony services for an integrated, flexible voice and
collaboration platform.

SIP Trunking

Cloud UC

• Improve business collaboration and efficiency through
the integration of critical communications over a single IP
connection across our worldwide network

• Eliminate rigid and costly legacy infrastructure with a
cloud-based platform

• DIDs and porting in 58 countries; toll-free services in
120+ countries
• Redundant, secure and interoperable with a variety of
UC platforms

• Soft-client and mobile application option provides full
voice and collaboration feature set
• Easily provisioned and managed via a single
administrator portal

The GTT Difference
GTT delivers industry-leading services
and global reach to connect people across
organisations, around the world and to
every application in the cloud.

Diverse Cloud
Networking Services
From SD-WAN to global internet
and security services, we offer a
comprehensive portfolio of cloud
networking services to meet our
clients’ unique requirements.

Leading
Global Network
Take advantage of our worldwide
reach and guaranteed performance
over our Tier 1 IP network.

Connect with Us
To find out more about the
benefits that GTT can bring your
business, visit our website at
gtt.net.

Superior Service
GTT is committed to delivering
outstanding client experience by
living our core values of simplicity,
speed and agility.

Expertise in SD-WAN
Leverage our industry-leading
managed SD-WAN offering,
which delivers global connectivity,
a comprehensive footprint of
access options and secure
end-to-end access to leading
cloud service providers.
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